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ABSTRACT
For r = (rt .... , rd) E ]Rd the mapping rr :Zd ---+ Zd given by
where l·J denotes the floor functIOn, is called a shift radix system if for each a E Zd there exists an
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I INTRODUCTION
This is the fourth part of a series of papers that is devoted to the systematic study
of so-called shift radixsystems. Shift radix systems are dynamical systems that are
strongly related to well-known notions of number systems. First of all, let us recall
their exact definition.
Definition 1.1. Let d ) 1 be an integer and r = (rl • ...• rd) E IRd. To r we associate
the mapping Tr :Zd -+ Zd in the following way: For a = (al •...• ad) E Zd letl
Tr(a) = (az ..... ad. -LraJ).
where ra = rial+... +rdad, i.e., the inner product of the vectors rand a. We call Tr
a shift radix system (SRS for short) if for all a E Zd we can find some k > 0 with
T;(a) = 0.
In Part 1[2] (cf. also [1], where some preliminary studies are contained) of this
series we proved that SRS form a common generalization of canonical number
systems in residue class rings of polynomial rings (see [9] for a definition) as well
as ,a-expansions of real numbers (which were first studied in [10] and are defined
below). Furthermore, some partial results are given that point out the difficulty
of characterizing all SRS parameters. A thorough study of the SRS parameters
in dimension d = 2 is done in Part II [3], while Part III [4] shows that eNS
polynomials can be used in order to approximate the set of SRS parameters. The
present paper is devoted to the relation between ,a-expansions and SRS.
The following classes of sets are needed for our studies. For dEN, d ) 1, let
Vd := {r E IRd: Va E Zd the sequence (T; (a»)k),O is ultimately periodic}
~
(1.1) and
V~:={rEIRd: VaEZd 3k>O: T;(a)=O}.
Vd is strongly related to the set of contracting polynomials. In particular, let
Ed(r):= {(rl •...• rd) E IRd: X d + rdXd-1 + ... + rl
has only roots y E C with Iyl < r}.
In [2, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3] we proved that
V~ is the set"of all parameters r E IRd that give rise to an SRS.
As ,a-expansions form a central object in the investigations done in the present
paper we give their exact definition (cf. for instance [6,8,10]). Before that we recall
the definition of Pisot and Salem numbers.
Let P(X) = X d - blXd- 1 - .•• - bd E Z[X] be an irreducible polynomial over Z.
I The function L·J : IR --+ Z denotes the floor function which is defined by LxJ := max{n E Z: n ,;; x}.
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(1.2) int(Vd) = [d(l).
• If P has a real root greater than one and all other roots are located in the open
unit disk then P is called a Pisotpolynomial. The dominant root is called a Pisot
number.
• If P has a real root greater than one and all other roots are located in the closed
unit disk and at least one of them has modulus 1 then P is called a Salem
polynomial. The dominant root is called a Salem number.
Let (3 > 1 be a non-integral real number and let A = {O, 1, ... , L(3J} be the set of
digits. Then each y E [0,00) can be represented uniquely as a (3-expansion by
with ai E A such that
m
(1.4) °(y - La;(31 < (3n
l=n
holds for all n ( m. Since by condition (1.4) the digits a, are selected as large as
possible, the representation in (1.3) is often called the greedy expansion of y with
respect to (3.
Schmidt [11] proved that in order to get ultimately periodic expansions for all y E
Qn (0, 1) it is necessary for (3 to be a Pisot or a Salem number. We are interested in
base numbers (3 which give rise to finite (3-expansions for large classes of numbers.
Let Fin((3) be the set of positive real numbers having finite greedy expansion with
respect to (3. We say that (3 > 1 has property (F) if
Fin((3) = Z[I/(3] n [0, 00),
that is, all reasonable candidates admit finite (3-expansions. It is shown in [6,
Lemma 1] that (F) can hold only for Pisot numbers (3. In [2, Theorem 2.1]
property (F) is related to the SRS property. We recall this in more detail.
Associated to Pisot and Salem numbers with periodic (3-expansions and with
property (F), respectively, we define for each dEN, d ~ 1 the sets-
Ed:= {(bI, ... ,bd) EZd: Xd -bIXd- I - ... -bd
is a Pisot or Salem polynomial}
and
E~:= {(bI, ... ,bd) EZd: Xd -bIXd- I - ... -bd
i§ a Pisot polynomIal with property (F)}.
We obviously have E~ ~ Ed. Let us consider the map ljJ :Ed ---:>' lRd - I defined as
follows. If (bI, ... , bd) E Ed then let (3 be the dominant root of the (Pisot or Salem)
polynomial
X d - bIXd- I - ... - bd.
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(1.3) y = am(3m +am_l(3m-1 + ...
l l
l 1 •••
1
l
l 1
Now let
where
b ,q-l b ,q-Z + b ,qJo-d-1rj = JP + j+lp ... + dp , 2 ~ j ~ d.
In other words, the numbers rz, ... , rd are defined in a way that they satisfy the
relation
As (bl, ... , bd) E Bd, the polynomial Xd- l + rzXd- Z + ... + rd has all its roots in
the closed unit circle. Together with (1.2) this implies that
Moreover, Theorem 2.1 of [2] implies that
We push the relation between Pisot numbers, property (F) and SRS further in the
present paper and show that 1/J(Bd) and 1/J(BJ) are excellent approximations ofDd-1
and D~_l' respectively. To formulate our main results we need some notation. For
ME N>o we set
and
With these notations we are able to state the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let d ~ 2. We have
where Ad-l denotes the (d - I)-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
As we do not have enough information about the structure ofD~, we are not able
to prove an asymptotic estimate for the error term for B~ (M). However, we are able
to establish the main term, more precisely we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Let d ~ 2. We have
(1.8)
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IBJ(M)I ( 0 )
lim Md-l = Ad-l Dd_l .M-+oo
lfJ(bl, ... , bd) = (rd, ... , r2),
j ;f3-1 bj lf3-2 + ... b f3j - - l ,
2
xd - blXd- 1 - ... - bd = (X - f3)(Xd- 1+ r2Xd- 2 +... + rd).
) ' I 2 d-2
lfJ(Bd) S; Dd-I.
lfJ(B~) S; D~_I·
lf ) lf )
(1.5) Bd(M):={ch... ,bd)EZd- l : (M,b2, ... ,bd)EBd}
(1.6) B~(M):={(b2, ... ,bd)EZd-l: (M,b2, ... ,bd)EB~}.
( 1 7) IIBd(M)1 - A (D )1 = O(M-I/(d-I)). Md-I d-I d-I ,
r -I t s sional e r .
l. IBJ( )I = Ad-I(D~_I).u
,
These results are analogous to [4, Theorems 4.1 and 6.1], where corresponding
results are proved for canonical number system polynomials. Notice that Ad(Vd) is
equal to 2,4, ¥, 9cj! and \OlS4 for d = 1,2,3,4 and 5, respectively. This is trivial for
d = 1 and 2, while the other three values were computed by Paul Surer, to whom
we are much indebted for this information.
Z. PROPERTIES OF TWO AUXILIARY MAPPINGS
In all what follows let d ;? 2. For M E Z define the mapping XM : jRd-I ~ Zd such
that if r = (rd, ... , rz) E jRd-1 then let XM(r) = b = (bl, ... , bd), where bl = M,
bi = Lri(M + rz) - ri+I + !J, i = 2, ... , d - 1, bd = Lrd(M + rz) + !J. It is easy to
check that ifb = (bl, ... , bd) E Bd, then Xbl (1/r(b)) = b, i.e., Xbl is one of the left
inverses of the mapping 1/r. We pointed out above that 1/r(Bd) S; Vd-I and 1/r(B~) S;
V~_I' To prove the main theorem we need some properties of the sets
as well as
Sd:= U Sd(M) and S~:= U S~(M).
ME'L ME'L
Our first lemma shows that if IM I is large enough then the polynomials as-
sociated to the elements of Sd behave in some sense similar as Pisot or Salem
polynomials. However, the example r = (-0.9999,2.99970001, -2.9998) shows
that the polynomial associated to XM(r) is not necessarily a Pisot or Salem
polynomial ifr E Vd. Indeed, we have XI800(r) = (1800, -5394,5391, -1797) and
the polynomial X4 -1800X3 +5394Xz- 5391X +1797 has two real roots 1.084 ... ,
1796.9999997 ... , which are larger than one.
Lemma 2.1. There existconstantsMo > 0, CJ = CI (d) and Cz = cz(d) such that
thefollowingis true:Let ME Z, (bl, ... , bd) E Sd(M) and P(X) """ X d - blXd- 1-
... - bd. /flbll= IMI ;? Mo then P(X) has a real rootf3 forwhichthe inequalities
(2.1) 1f3 - bll < CI
and
(2.2)
hold.
I
bzl Cz (1)f3 - bl - - < - +a -
bl Ibll hi
Proof. In this proof the constants implied by the a-notation depend only on d.
There exists (rd, ... , rz) E Vd-I such that b = (bl, ... , bd) = XM(rd,.'" rz). It
is easy to see that Ir,l ~ 2d- l . Thus b, = Mr, + 0(1), i = 2, ... , d. Put Q(X) =
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Sd(M):= XM(Vd-l) and SJ(M):= XM(V~_I)
J: J( ).
b2Xd-2 + ... + bd, i.e., let P(X) = X d - MX d- 1 - Q(X). Then P(M) = - Q(M)
and
(2.3) P(M + t) = t(M + t)d-I - Q(M + t).
Assume that M > 0 and Q(M) > 0 for M large enough. As IQ(M + t)1 ~
d2d M(M + t)d-2 we have P(M + t) > 0 provided that t ~ d2d. Thus P(X) has
a real root in the interval (M, M + d2d). Now we assume that Q(M) < 0 for all
largeenoughM. By (2.3) we have P(M+t) <Oift ~ -d2d. Thus P(X) has again
a real root, this time in the interval (M - d2d , M).
The cases M < 0 can be handled similarly. Thus we proved (2.1) with CI = d2d .
The relation P(f3) = 0 implies
Thus
Using this expression, inequality (2.1), bl = M and the estimates Ib,l ~ 2d IMI, i =
2, ... , d, we get
which proves the second assertion of the lemma. D
Now we are in the position to extend the definition of 1ft from the set Bd to Sd.
Indeed, for (bl, ... , bd) E Sd \ Bd consider the polynomial
Select a real root f3 of P(X) in the following way:
• if Ibll < Mo then choose f3 to be some root of P(X),
• otherwise choose f3 to be a root of P (X) that satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) of
Lemma 2.1.
Then let
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b2 b3 bd
f3 =bl+-+-+"'+-.13 132 f3d- 1
13 - bl _ b2 = (bl - f3)b2 + b3 +... +~.
bl blf3 132 f3d- 1
1
13 b
b21 cl2d- 1 2dlbii d-I 2dlbll
- 1-- ~ + +
bl '" Ibll - CI (Ibll- CI)2 f;
C2 ( 1 )<- 0-
Ibll + bi'
l, )
P(X) = X d - blXd- 1 - .•. - bd.
1
1
1
1ft(bl, ... , bd) = (rd,"" r2),
,
where the real numbers r2, ... , rd are defined in a way that they satisfY the relation
We also introduce another mapping, which yields vectors with rational coordinates
approximating ljJ(bl, ... ,bd) good enough provided that (bl, ... ,bd) E Sd. It is easy
to see that there exists a constant M[ = MI (d) > 0 such that b2 :I' -bi holds for each
where
The next lemma shows that if (bl, ... , bd) E Sd with Ibll large enough then
{f(bl,"" bd) is a good approximation of ljJ(bl, ... , bd)' We actually prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let (bl, ... , bd) E Sd and assume that Ibll is large enough. Then
where C3 as well as the implied constant depend only on d.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1 we estimate the distance of the coordinates starting by
the first one.
We proceed with the second coordinAte and get
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xd - blXd- 1 - ••• - bd = (X - !3)(Xd- 1 + r2Xd-2 + ... + rd)'
1{J(
I I =I
(bl,.·., bd) E Sd,
Sd:= {(b], ... , bd) E Sd: Ibll ~ Md·
Let {J: Sd ~ Qd-I be defined by
- (bd bd-I bd b2 b3)
1{J(bl, ... ,bd)=~' b2 + 2' ... , b, + 2 .
bl + bl bl + iii bl bl + ht bl
(J 1{J(bl,"" .
e t h.
- C3 (1)11{J(bl, ... ,bd) -1{J(bl, ... , bd)loo < bi +0 Ibl1 3 '
ll li d tant d l
Ibd - bd 1-~ 1 1/3 - bl _ b21/3 bl + ~ - 1/31 Ibl + ~ I bl
2
d
lbll (C2 o( 1 ))
< (Ibd - cd(lbll - 2d ) jb;j + bi
C31 (1)<-+0 -
bi Ibl1 3
n~
/
bd-I + bd_~_ bdl
/3 /32 b + ~ b2I bl I
< Ibd-II 1 1/3 _ bl _ b21 + Ibdl 1/32_ b21
1/31 Ibl + ~ I bl /3 2bi I
2
Putting C3 = max{c31, C32, C33, Md we proved the statement. 0
In the next lemma we show that the set {f(Sd) is lattice-like. More precisely we
prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let b = (bl , ... , bd), b' = (b~, ... , b~) E Sd such that there exists
a j E {I, ... , d} such that b, = b;, i =1= j and bj = bj + 1. Then
if j > 2 and k =1= d - j + 1, d - j + 2,
if j > 2, k = d - j + 1 or j = 2, k = d - 1,
if j > 2, k = d - j + 2 or j = 2, k < d - 1,
ifj=1.
Here Vk denotes the kth coordinate of the vector v. The implied constants depend
only on d.
Proof. If j > 2 then {feb) and {f(b') differ only in the (d - j + 1)-st and (d - j +
2)-nd coordinates. Comparing these coordinates we obtain
I bj bJ I I 1 I 1 ( -2)b + £2. - b + £.z. = b + ~ = ~ + 0 blI bl I bl I bl
for the (d - j + 1)-st coordinate
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< 2
d
lbl l (C2 (1)) 2d
(Ibll - cI)(lbll - 2d) ~ + 0 bi + 1,6l b(l (21,61 - CI)
C32 (1)
< bi +0 Ibl13 .
Finally we turn to the general case. In the next inequalities we have 2 ~ j ~ d - 2.
I
b j + bj+1 + ... + bd _ _ b_j __ bHII
,6,62 ,6d+l-j b +!?1 b2
J bl I
< Ibjl 1,6-b _b2!+lbHIII,62_b21+lbj+21
1,61(l bll-q) I bl {Pbi I 1,61 3
d
+ L l.bk.l.
k=j+3
< 2
d
(_C2 +O(~))
Ibll - q Ibll bi
q2d(21,61- cd 2d+ +----".
1,6 Ibi (Ibll - CI)2
+0(lbll-3) < _C3~ +0(_1_
3
),
bl Ibll.
il
)
),
1 /:. j
l{f(bl, ... , bdh - {f(b~, ... , b~)kl
1
0,
ltd + 0(bi2 ),
= 0(bi2 },
Ibd-k+JI(~+0(lbll-3)),
/:.
l
e (
j
!?1 !?1
l l
ana
1
b2I
for the (d - j + 2)-nd coordinate.
In contrast, if j E {I, 2} then all coordinates are changing. Consider first the case
j = 2, i.e., b; = b2 + 1 and b~ = bJ ' j =1= 2. If k = 1 then we get
Ib' ~~ - bl~? I= Ibl:¥-bl~? II b; I I I
bd
=-----;----;--,-;-
Ibll(b] + ~ )(bl + bi~l)
= O(b12).
If 1 < k < d - 1 then
Finally, if k = d - 1 then
If j = k = 1 then we have
The estimates for the other coordinates in the case j = 1 are obtained in the same
way as in the case j = 2. 0
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d
bj bJ
b2 - b2 = b
I I J
(1
j j J , j
b~ bd I I bd bd I
l + - l + ~bb l + b2+1 - l + !!l
I ; I bl bl
l )(bl 2+1)
I bl
I
b~ + b~+1 _~_ bk+II_1 bk bk I
bl + ~ b? bl + !!lb bi - bl + b2b+1 - bl + !!1.I bit 1 I bj
= O(b12).
I
b; b; b2 b31 I b2 + 1 b2 I
bl + ~ + b'2 - bl +!!1. - b2 = b + b2+1 - b +!!1.I b' I bl I I bl I bl
1
IbI!
Ibl + !!lllbl + b2+1Ibl bl
1
= jb";j + O(b12).
I b~ bd I I bd bd Ib; + ::lbb; - bl + ~ = bl + 1+ bbil - bl + ~
I I I
bd Ib2 b2 I
= Ibl·+ ~llbl + 1 + b~ill bl,-I- bl + 1
= Ibd{:i+ O(lbIl - 3))
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
We start with the proof of Theorem 1.3. An essential fact is that the region V~ can
be approximated by a finite union of rectangles
with arbitrarily small error from above and from below. This means that V~ is
Jordan measurable. Before we prove this fact we recall that a set X in IRd is Jordan
measurable if for any positive 8 there exists finite set ofrectangles Pi (i = 1, ... , p)
and QJ (j = 1, ... , q) satisfying
UQj CXCUPi
j i
and Ild ((U Pi) \ (U j Qj)) < 8. Here Ild is the Jordan measure, a finitely additive
measure that satisfies
d
Ild(ll) = fl (bk - ak).
k=1
Obviously Jordan measurability of X implies Lebesgue measurability and Ild(X) =
Ad(X) holds where Ad is the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. It is well known that
X is Jordan measurable if and only if a(X) is Jordan measurable and Ild(a(X)) = 0,
Le., the boundary of X has measure zero. It is easy to prove the following result.
Lemma 3.1. V~ is Jordan measurable, i.e., Ild(a(V~)) = 0.
Proof. We use the same terminology as in [4]:
Vd,e = {r EIRd: per) < 1- 8}
for 8 E (0, 1) where per) is the maximal modulus of all the roots of X d + rdXd- J +
... +rl with r = (rl, rz, ... , rd)' We put V~,e = Vd,e nv~. Then we have essentially
shown in [2] that V~,e is Jordan measurable. In fact, a(Vd,e) is a finite union
of algebraic sets and therefore Vd,e is Jordan measurable. V~,e is also Jordan
measurable because it is a subset of Vd,e that emerges from Vd,e by removing
finitely many convex polyhedra. Since Ed(l) is Jordan measurable, for a given
positive 8, there is a finite union Il of rectangles such that a(Ed (1)) C int (Il) with
Ild(ll) < 8/2. There exists a positive K such that
Now
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~ = [ai, bd x [a2, b2) x .,. x [ad, bd)
)
d ~
r
(l
~ ~
d ~
Ed(l + K) \ Ed(l - K) C ~.
V~ =V~,I_K U (V~ \ V~,I_K)
Implies
Therefore there is a finite union /'0..' of rectangles such that a(V~) C /'0..' with
f.1d(/'o..') < s. D
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1.3. For some rectangle /'0.. =
[uz, vz) x [U3, V3) x ... x [Ud, Vd) in jRd-1 let
To prove (1.8) it is enough to show that
when /'0.. C £ (~). Indeed, by the above Lemma 3.1 one can approximate V~ by
a finite disjoint union of rectangles /'0.. C £(~) from below and from above with
an arbitrarily small error.
We note that 1jJ: Bd -+ jRd-1 is obviously injective. Thus when we fix bI =
M > 0, each lattice point (~, ... , ~) with (M, bz, ... , dd) E Bd is in one-to-one
correspondence with a point 1jJ(M, bz, ... , bd) which is close to (~, ... , ~).
Therefore instead of counting the points of the shape 1jJ(M, bz, ... , bd) contained
in /'0.. we count the number of points in /'0.. n -bZd-l. Lemma 2.2 implies that
rj = ~ + O(iJ), j = 2, ... , d, we see that this causes an error O(Md- Z) and we
get
Indeed, the term O(Md- 2) estimates the number of lattice points of the form
(~, ... , ~) which have distances O(M-I) from a/'o... Here the implied constants
depend only on d.
Combining this with the trivial observation
we get the assertion.
4. AUXILIARY LEMMATA
In order to show Theorem 1.2 we need two preliminary lemmata which are stated
and proved in the present section. We start with a lemma that quantifies the
continuous dependence of the roots of a polynomial from its coefficients.
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a(v~) c a(V~.I_K) U /1.
1 c 1
(/1')
1
AM := {(bz, ... , bd) E 7ld: 1jJ(M, bz, ... , bd) E /1}.
lim IAMI _ d
M-+ooMd-1 - n(vl-u;),
I=Z
1
1
: I
)
1 1 71d-l.
-If d-l. (bz bd) l! (d-Z)IAMI- (bz, ... ,bd)E71 M"'" M E/1 +0 M .
0(
/1
. 1 I{ d-I (bz bd ) 11 ndJ~ooMd-1 (bz,···,bd)E71 : M""'M E/1 =. (v;-ul),
I=Z
Lemma 4.1. Let dEN and p, e E JR>o. Then there exists a constant C4 > 0
depending only on d and p with the following property: ifall roots a E C of the
polynomial P(X) = Xd+ Pd_IXd- 1+ ... + PO E JR[X] satisfy lal < p and Q(X) =
Xd +qd_IXd- 1+... +qO E JR[X] is chosen such that Ipi - qi I < e, i = 0, ... , d -1,
then for each root fJ of Q(X) there exists a root a of P(X) satisfying
(4.1) IfJ-aJ<qe 1jd .
Inparticular, all roots fJ ofQ(X) satisfy IfJl < p + qe1jd.
Proof. Let aI, ... , ad denote the roots of P(X) and fix an arbitrary root fJ of Q(X).
Letk E {1, ... , d}. Then
This implies
By a well-known theorem of Cauchy [7, Corollary 2.5.4] we get
with a constant C5 depending only on d.
Choose the root a of P(X) such that IfJ - al is minimal among the differences
IfJ - aj I· Then on one hand,
d d
IQ(fJ) - P(fJ)1 ~ LelfJl j ~ e L(C5P)J ~ c6e.
J=O j=O
On the other hand,
d
IQ(fJ) - P(fJ)J = nIfJ -ajl? IfJ _ald.
J=I
Comparing the last two inequalities we get (4.1) with q = c~jd for the chosen fJ.
But since fJ was an arbitrary root of Q(X) this proves the result. D
The next lemma contains a refinement of Lemma 4.7 of [4] for Pd.
Lemma 4.2. Let 0 < 11 < 1. Then we have
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l/
l/
IPd-kl~ L laill"'laikl~l(~).
lo(i1 <"'<lko(d
Jqd-kJ ~ lG) + e.
IfJl ~ max {(dlqd_kl)l/k} ~ csP
Io(ko(d
s
csp
/
V
Ad(£d(l+ 11) \ Vd) ~ 2d(d+I)/2Ad(£d(l))11
ana
Proof. First we express Cd(t) with the help of CdO) for any positive real number t.
Indeed let (rl, , rd) E cO). This means that the roots of the polynomial P (X) =
X d + rdXd-1 + + rl lie in the open unit circle. Then the roots of p(f)td =
X d + ~Xd-l + + ? are ofabsolute value at most t, i.e., the point (rltd , ... , rdt)
belongs to Cd(t). Obviously this mapping is bijective, which means we have Cd(t) =
diag(td, ... , t)CdO), where diag(vI, ... , Vd) denotes the d-dimensional diagonal
matrix with entries v I , ... , Vd. This implies
We prove only the first relation, because the second one can be done similarly.
Let 0 < TJ < 1. Setting t = 1 + TJ in (4.2) we get immediately
Ad(CdO + TJ) \ Vd) = Ad (Cd (1 + TJ) \ CdO»)
= Ad (Cd 0 + TJ») - Ad (CdO»)
= ((1 + TJ)d(d+I)/2 -l)Ad(CdO»)
~ 2d(d+I)/2 Ad(CdO»)TJ.
This proves the first assertion. The second one follows similarly. 0
5. PROOF OF THEOREM I 2
It is possible to prove Theorem 1.2 without error term following the line of the
Section 3. However, we are able to give a bound for the error term in this case.
This makes the proof of Theorem 1.2 much more involved. Before starting with
this proof we introduce some notation. Let M > 0 and put
W(x, s) = {Y E lRd - l : Ix - Yloo ~ sI2}, x E lRd - l , s E 1R,
and
Wd-I(M) = U W(1/J(x), M- 1).
IE13d(M)
Then we claim
Indeed, let M be large enough and x, Y E Bd(M) such that x - Y=ej for some
j E {2, ... , d}. Then by Lemmata 2.2 and 2.3
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Ad(Dd \ £d(1- 7]») ~ 2d(d+l)/2Ad(£d(1»)7].
£ ) £ (1
£(1
- )t
0/- X d-I .
£ £
d, £ (1 l
V ,
(4.2) Ad(£d(t)) = td(d+l)/2Ad(£d(l)).
7] 7]
£ (1 7] D £ ( 7] £ (1
£ (1 7] £ (l)
7] +l)/2 I)Ad(£ (1»)
l £ (1») 7].
1
S 1 X Yl s/2}, R 1 S R,
l {!
XEB
IBd(M)1 ( ( 1 ))(5.1) Ad-l(Wd-l(M»)= ud-l 1+0 M .
y y
11/r(xh - 1/r(yhl = 11/r(xh - ,'fr(xh + ,'fr(xh - ,'fr(Yh + ,'fr(Yh - 1/r(Yhl
=lit~O(~2)' ifj~~,k=d-j+l,
O( M2)' otherwise.
Thus
As x has at most 2d neighbors we get
Ad-l( U (W(1/r(X),M-I )nW(1/r(Y),M-I ))) =oCB~~)I}
X,YEBd(M)
X#Y
and the claim is proved.
Now we are in the position to give a lower bound for Ad-l(Vd-d. Let x E Bd(M)
such that 1/r(x) E Ed-l(l-q(2M)-I/(d-I») S; Vd-l. Let YE W(1/r(x), M- l ). Then
p(1/r(x)) < 1 - c4(2M)-I/(d-l) and as 11/r(x) - Yloo ::;; zit we get p(Y) < 1 by
Lemma 4.1. Thus
(5.3) u
XEBd(M)
p (1/! (x)) < l-q(ZM)-I/(d-l)
Putting 71 = c4(2M)-I/(d-I), Lemma 4.2 implies that the measure of the set
is bounded by O(M-l/(d-l»). Moreover, this set satisfies the conditions of the
Theorem of Davenport [5]. Observe that hand Vm of [5] are in the actual
application independent from M. Thus the number of x E Bd(M) such that 1 -
c4(2M)-I/(d-l) ::;; p(1/r(x)) ::;; 1 is at most O(Md-I-I/(d-I»). Combining this with
(5.2) and (5.3) w~ obtain the desired lower bound
(5.4) , (V ) >- IBd(M)1 (1 _ M-l/(d-l»)I\.d-l d-l "'" Md-l C7 .
Here, C7 > 0 is a constant.
To prove'an upper bound we need some preparation, more precisely we will
construct for every r = (rd' ... , rz) E Vd-l and M a large enough integer vector
b = (bl, ... , bd) E Zd such that 1/r(b) is located near enough to r.
Indeed put b = XM(r) and consider
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1
(5.2) Ad-I(W(1/r(x), M- I ) n W(1/r(y), M- I )) = O(~d).
-I ( ( ( /r(x), M- ) W( /r(y), M- ))) ( IBd(M)I)
, d( ) Md
[)
I -I I I
U
( )
W(1/r(X), M- I ) S; Vd-I.
Vd-I \ Ed-I (1 - q(2M)-I/(d-I»)
I/( -I».
-I-I/(d-I»
5.4) A _ I Id I I:?' I
,
- (bd bd-I bd bz b3)1/r(b) = --b-' b + 2' ... , --b- + 2 '
bl + b7 bl + b7 bl bl + b7 bl
We estimate the distance ofthe coordinates of this vector to r. Putting k = r2~r3 for
r 2+1
d > 2 and k =~ for d = 2 we have k = O(M-I) and
1 b2 b2 1
r2 + k - - < - = - ~ r2 + k + -.
2M bl M '" 2M
As
we obtain
I
------,----bd - rd I
bl + ~
{I eM +r2)rd + 1/2 II (M +r2)rd -1/2 I}~max M+r2+ k - 1/(2M) -rd, M+r2+ k + 1/(2M) -rd·
This implies after a short computation
I
bd b -rdl ~ _1_ +o(~).
bl+...2. 2M M
bl
A similar calculation proves
for j = 2, ... , d - 1. This means
Applying now Lemma 2.2 we obtain
- - 1 ( 1 )11jJ(b) - rl oo ~ 11jJ(b) - rl oo + 11jJ(b) -1jJ(b)loo ~ 2M + 0 M2 .
Thus by Lemma 4.1 (note that 1jJ(b), r E Ed-I (2)) we get
p(1jJ(b)) ~ per) + 2q(2M)-I/(d-1) ~ 1+ 2C4(2M)-I/(d-l)
for large enough M. This means that if M is large enough then all but one root of
xd - blXd- 1 - ••• - bd have absolute value at most 1 + 2C4(2M)-I/(d-1) and one
root is close to M. We have further
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1 1
(M + r2)rd - - < bd :::;; (M + r2)rd + -
2 2
b rd
:::;;max
Ib ~ £2. -rdl:::;;2~ +O(~2)'
I hi
I-b-I:....:.J~. -~ + _b~-f-I - rj I:::;;-2~- + 0 (~2)
It(b) - rl oo :::;; 2~ +O(~2).
:::;; :::;;
:::;; :::;;
u
XEZd
1/!(X)E£d_1 (1+2q(2M)-lj(d-I»
U W(1Jr(X), M-I)
xEBd(M)
u u
XEZd
1/!(X)E£d-1 (I +2q(2M)-Jj(d-I)\£d_1 (1)
This time we apply Lemma 4.2 with T/ = 2c4(2M)-I/(d-l) and conclude that the
volume of the set £d-I(l + 2q(2M)-I/(d-I») \ Vd-I is at most O(M-I/(d-I»). As
the conditions of the Theorem of Davenport [5] hold again we get that the number
of x E Zd such that 1Jr(x) lies in £d-I (1 + 2q(2M)-I/(d-I») \ Vd-I is at most
O(Md-I-I/(d-I)). Thus there is a constant cg > 0 such that
, (-n ) ~ IBd(M)1 (1 + M-I/(d-I»)II.d-l L/d-I --:: Md-I cg •
Comparing this inequality with (5.4) we obtain Theorem 1.2.
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Dd-I ~
I+2q( ) l
u jJ
W(1jJ(x), M- I )
W (1jJ (X), M- I ).
I
C
-I D
jJ D
Ad-I(Dd-l) I ( ) ( cgM-I/(d-I )
-I .
I 1
1 t O
